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$(x_{1}, x_{2}, \ldots, x_{n})$ $x_{1},$ $x_{2},$ $\ldots,$ $x_{n}$
$\mathcal{H}_{\{O\}}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})$ Fr\’echet-Schwartz
$\mathcal{H}_{[O]}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})$ dual Fr\’echet-Schwartz






$X$ $f$ $S=\{x\in X|f(x)=0\}$ $O$
$f$ $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}},$ $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}},$
$\ldots,$
$\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}$




$W_{J_{f}}= \{\omega\in \mathcal{H}_{\{O\}}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})|\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\omega=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}\omega=\cdots=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}\omega=0\},$
$\hat{W}_{J_{f}}=\{\omega\in \mathcal{H}_{[O]}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})|\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\omega=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}\omega=\cdots=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}\omega=0\}.$
pairing
$res_{O}(, ):\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f}\cross W_{J_{f}}arrow \mathbb{C},$
$res_{O}(, ):\hat{\mathcal{O}}_{X,O}/\hat{J}_{f}\cross\hat{W}_{J_{f}}arrow \mathbb{C}.$
$res_{0}($ , $)$ pairing
$h(x)\in \mathcal{O}_{X,O}$ $res_{0}(h, \omega)=0,$ $\forall\omega\in W_{J_{f}}$
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$h(x)\in J_{f}$
$W_{J_{f}}$ $J_{f}$
([33], [28], [38]). $S$ $O$
$W_{J_{f}}=\hat{W}_{J_{f}}$ ( $W_{J_{f}}$ $\hat{W}_{J_{f}}$
).
Mather-Yau [11] Scherk [25]
$J_{f}$ $S$
( [2] ). $W_{J_{f}}=\hat{W}_{J_{f}}$ $S$
[36], [38] $\hat{W}_{J_{f}}$










$g(x) \in \mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f}, [^{h(x)dx_{1}\wedge dx_{2}.\wedge\cdots\bigwedge_{\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}}dx_{n}}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}..]\in Ext_{\mathcal{O}_{X,O}}^{n}(\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f}, \Omega_{X}^{n})$
$res_{O}(g(x),$ $[^{h(x)dx_{1}\wedge dx_{2}.\wedge\cdots\bigwedge_{\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}}dx_{n}} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}..])$
$=( \frac{1}{2\pi i})^{n}\int\cdots\int\frac{g(x)h(.x)}{\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}.\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}}dx_{1}\wedge dx_{2}\wedge\cdots\wedge dx_{n}$
$\gamma$ $\epsilon_{1},$ $\epsilon_{2},$ $\ldots$ , $\epsilon_{n}$





( Grothendieck local residues
[34], [27][29] ).
$\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f}$ $(Ext_{\mathcal{O}_{X,O}}^{n}(\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f}, \Omega_{X}^{n})$ $)$
$W_{J_{f}}$ pairing
$W_{J_{f}}$ $\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f}$
$\dim(W_{J_{f}})$ $\dim(\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/J_{f})$ , Milnor
Tjurina
$f$ $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}},$ $\frac{\partial f}{\partial x},$
$\ldots,$
$\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}$ $\mathcal{O}_{X,O}$
$\check{\dot{\mathcal{T}}}$ $y\triangleright$
$T_{f}$ } $y\triangleright\xi\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT} d_{T_{f}}$
$W_{T_{f}}= \{\omega\in \mathcal{H}_{\{O\}}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})|f\omega=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\omega=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}\omega=\cdots=\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}\omega=0\}$
$W_{T_{f}}$ $\mathcal{O}_{X,O}/T_{f}$ Tjurina
$W_{J_{f}}$ $W_{J_{f}}$ $\varphi:W_{J_{f}}arrow W_{J_{f}}$ $\varphi(\omega)=f\omega$
$Ker(\varphi)=W\tau_{f}$
${\rm Im}(\varphi)=\{f\omega|\omega\in W_{J_{f}}\}$
$Q_{f}=\{h\in \mathcal{O}_{X,O}|hf\in J_{f}\}$ annihilate
$\omega\in \mathcal{H}_{\{O\}}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})$ $W_{Q_{f}}={\rm Im}(\varphi)$
$0arrow W_{T_{f}}arrow W_{J_{f}}arrow W_{Q_{f}}arrow 0.$
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membership
$f$ $J_{f}$








Milnor $\mu$ , Tjurina
$\tau$ $\dim(W_{Q_{f}})=\mu-\tau$ $\mathcal{O}x,o$ $W_{Q_{f}}$ annihilator
$Ann_{\mathcal{O}_{X,O}}(W_{Q_{f}})$ $Q_{f}=\{h\in \mathcal{O}_{X,O}|hf\in J_{f}\}$
$W_{Q_{f}}$ $\varphi$ $W_{J_{f}}$ $f$










$\mu$-constant deformation Tjurina stratification
3.1. $E_{12}$ $f(x, y)=x^{3}+y^{7}+axy^{5}(a\neq 0)$ total lex
order $W_{J_{f}}$









$[ \frac{1}{xy^{7}}]$ $[ \frac{1}{xy^{8}}]$
3.2. $E_{12}$ $f(x, y)=x^{3}+y^{7}+axy^{5}$ $f(x, y)$ (7,3)
weight vector $x^{3}+y^{7}$ weighted degree 21, $xy^{5}$ weighted degree
22 $x^{3}+y^{7}$
weight weight (7,3) term order $W_{J_{f}}$








degree Poincar\’e [18], [20]
$E_{12}$ $a$
$a$ Milnor
$f(x, y)=x^{3}+y^{7}+axy^{5}$ $\mu$-constant deformation
upper monomials
$\mu$-constant deformations
$X$ $C^{n}$ $O$ $t$ $T$
$C^{\ell}$
$X\cross T$ $F(x, t)$ $f(x)$ $\mu$-constant
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deformation ( $t$ $f_{t}(x)=F(x, t)$
). $F$
(i) f(x) $=$ fo(x), $f(x)=F(x, 0)$ .
(ii) $f_{t}(x)=F(x, t)=0$ Milnor $f(x)=0$ Milnor
$f_{t}(x)=0$ Tjurina $t$ ([8],
[10] $)$ . Tjurina
$X\cross T$ $h(x, t)dx_{1}\wedge d_{X_{2}}\wedge\cdots\wedge dx_{n}$ $( h(x, t)$
$t$ ) $n$ $\Omega_{X\cross T}^{(0)}n$,
$V=\{O\}\cross T$ $n$ $H_{V}^{n}(\Omega_{X\cross T}^{(0)}n,)$
$W_{F}$
$W_{F}= \{\omega\in H_{V}^{n}(\Omega_{X\cross T}^{(n,0)})|\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_{1}}\omega=\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_{2}}\omega=\cdots=\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_{n}}\omega=0\}.$
$W_{F}$ $\omega$ $t$ $H_{O}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})$ $t$










$0arrow W_{T_{f_{t}}}arrow W_{J_{f_{t}}}arrow W_{Q_{f_{t}}}arrow 0$
$\mu$-constant deformation Tjurina stratification













$x_{1} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}},$ $x_{2} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}},$
$\ldots,$
$x_{n} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}$ $\mathcal{O}_{X,O}$ $I_{f}$ :
$I_{f}=(x_{1} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}, x_{2}\frac{\partial f}{\partialx_{2}}, \ldots, x_{n}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}})$ .
$W_{I_{f}}$
$W_{I_{f}}= \{\omega\in \mathcal{H}_{\{O\}}^{n}(\Omega_{X}^{n})|x_{1}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{1}}\omega=x_{2}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{2}}\omega=. . . =x_{n}\frac{\partial f}{\partial x_{n}}\omega=0\}.$
$W_{I_{f}}$ $W_{I_{f}}$ $\pi:W_{I_{f}}arrow W_{I_{f}}$ $\pi(\omega)=x_{1}x_{2}\cdots x_{n}\omega$
${\rm Im}(\pi)\subset W_{J_{f}}$
4.1. $f$ Newton commode
${\rm Im}(\pi)=W_{J_{f}}.$
Milnor Kouchnirenko ([7])
(i) Newton filtration $W_{I_{f}}$
(ii) $W_{I_{f}}$ $W_{J_{f}}$
(iii) $I_{f}$ Kouchnirenko [7]
$W_{I_{f}}$ Newton
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Tjurina $\varphi:W_{J_{f}}arrow W_{J_{f}}$ $W_{I_{f}}$
$W_{I_{f}}$ $\varphi:W_{I_{f}}arrow W_{I_{f}}$ $\varphi(\omega)=f\omega$ $Ker(\varphi)=Ws_{f}$
$W_{P_{f}}={\rm Im}(\varphi)=\{f\omega|\omega\in W_{I_{f}}\}$
$\varphi:W_{I_{f}}arrow W_{I_{f}}$ $\varphi:W_{J_{f}}arrow W_{J_{f}}$
$W_{P_{f}}={\rm Im}(\varphi)$ $W_{Q_{f}}$
$0arrow W_{S_{f}}arrow W_{I_{f}}arrow W_{P_{f}}arrow 0.$
$\pi:W_{I_{f}}arrow W_{I_{f}}$ $W_{P_{f}}$ $W_{P_{f}}$ $\pi:W_{P_{f}}arrow W_{P_{f}}$
$\pi(\omega)=x_{1}x_{2}\cdots x_{n}\omega$




$W_{I_{f}}$ , $W_{J_{f}}$ $W_{P_{f}},$ $W_{Q_{f}}$ Tjurina
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